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MARKET COMMENTARY 

The market took a while to break down, but in it’s first week of correction we are already close to the levels when the early 

warning triggered from the SSIH. The market confirming the SSIH breaking down is comforting but not richly profitable. It’s avoiding 

the carnage. When the market keeps pushing higher as my strength indexes fall, it makes me ponder a lot more about my work. The 

49% level last week looked terrible, only to watch the market make higher highs Monday. By weeks end, we wiped out all of the 

gains for 2021 and the group of charts I rely on confirmed the break. The SSIH data spoke as bluntly as the cowboy on a sunny day. 

“Careful. We’ve seen these storm clouds before, even though we are currently in the sun.” 

Last week’s move into tech was short lived as big names that popped up, all pulled back. 

However Tesla, which marginally (2%) followed the big surge up the week of the 15th, dropped 

13 % from an all time high ($900) this week. Tesla has been a market darling but it has a lot of 

weak attributes on the chart after a significant run. I have put a daily chart of Tesla in the 

newsletter, as the change of character on the chart suggests Monday’s high might be a 

significant high. I don’t own it so its easy for me to say. These story stocks can be good 

indicators of major changes.  

Anyone who had a great year in 2020 expects the good times to continue. The way I analyze 

data, I don’t see it being as smooth as that, but I do expect a big commodity run in 2021. 

The index breakouts from around the world starting the month all failed by the end of the 

month. That is a daunting view of global weakness. The challenge is for the vaccine to get 

rolled out. While the US is vaccinating 1.25 Million a day, Canada has no vaccine available and 

it appears to be at least another 2 weeks for a minimal shipment. This will be the next area of 

concern, as some countries are vaccinating quite quickly while others have no access to vaccines. This drags out the recovery. 

Summary: I will continue to protect capital. As the SSIH drops even lower, it validates my bias. We are now looking for the market to 

turn up as all three are below 25, but quite frankly, I expect it to take a little more time for the correction. I’ll move to shorter 

timeframe scans to help us find buyable dips like the early November low. Let’s hit the charts. 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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@SSIH – CHILLY LOW LEVELS 

The Schnell Strength Index dropped 31 points to 18%. That is another drop continuing from the 74 level.  

I post a preliminary SSIH reading in daily setups from Thursdays close/Friday’s open on Thursday night or Friday morning. It doesn’t 

bounce a lot, but weekend closes matter. This will allow you to position before weekends. 

  

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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SSIH, SSIF, 

SSIQ 

INDICATOR 

The chart shows 

the SSIH in the 

top panel. All 

three panels are 

under 25.  I have 

named the two 

other indicators 

SSIF and SSIQ for 

a simple 

reference in 

discussion.  

All three indexes 

are below 25 and 

all are making 

lower lows. All 

sell signals to 

me.  

When this turns 

up, I want to be 

ready to add 

positions.  

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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$NASI – NASDAQ SUMMATION BREAKS DOWN FROM STRETCHED HIGHS 

The Nasdaq Summation Index broke down from the extreme level and made the lowest close in 8 weeks. Looking at the $NDX chart 

on the lower panel, this March to January move looks to be the fastest, most aggressive slope since 2009. Like 2009, is this the start 

of the next long rally? That seems quite odd, based on the valuations. In 2010, the market oscillated sideways for most of the year. 

But we still have grand political plans, fiscal stimulus and Fed candy in play, so maybe it will work out differently this time. The 

summation index was at nose-bleed levels and the highest for 20 years. We are starting 2021 with a record high. $NASI 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/c-sc/sc?s=%24NASI&p=W&st=2008-10-29&i=p00788256411&a=883915243&r=1612029604043&r=1612029658048
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$COMPQ – BLOWOFF VOLUME? 

The Nasdaq Composite has the highest rising PPO reading since 1999. The volume in January is exceptional. A similar volume surge 

occurred in 1999 heading into the 2000 top. That’s the way things end. Is the correction this week a pullback or is it the final high? 

We definitely don’t know that answer, but without question, strange stuff like this should have us on high alert. $COMPQ 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$COMPQ&p=M&st=1986-10-29&id=p43130807653&a=883915262&listNum=130
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NEGATIVE DIVERGENCE – HOW WILL IT PLAY OUT? 

Looking at the chart below, seeing a significantly lower high on the momentum indicator while price makes a new high, is exactly 

the condition technicians look for to mark tops. Well, this week the PPO gave the sell signal which is visible in the zoom panel. Two 

weeks ago, it touched the line and bounced up, now down below. The arrows point to other similar conditions.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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$BPNDX – SUDDEN DROP 

The Bullish Percent Index plummeted on the Nasdaq 100. It is down to 45, which means 28 stocks of the top 100 went on a sell signal 

this week. That is huge. We saw the same sort of plummet in 2004, 2007, 2011, 2012, 2014, 2018, 2019. They created meaningful 

drops that took multiple weeks to correct. But it looks like it is at a bounceable level (shaded green area). Because of the sudden 

drop, I don’t expect it to go higher right away.  $BPNDX The unknown chart on the page above was the Nasdaq 100. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24BPNDX&p=W&st=2001-09-24&id=p59242394413&listNum=130&a=883915246
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$BPSPX – PLUMMETS  

The Bullish Percent for the S&P 500 also dropped meaningfully. It has bounced up from around this level (50%). I think what I am 

surprised at is these drops have happened the same week the market made new highs. That’s dramatic. In 2018, we saw a similar 

drop in January (Typical bounce level arrow near the drop) that took months to resolve.  $BPSPX 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24BPSPX&p=W&st=2001-09-27&id=p97499655706&listNum=130&a=883915248
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$SUPADP – ADVANCE/DECLINE PERCENTAGE 

The advance/decline and the price both broke the trend line this week. This is what we expect to happen when larger trend breaks 

occur.  $SUPADP 

 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$SUPADP&p=D&yr=1&mn=6&dy=0&id=p08307332673&a=883915234&listNum=130
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$TOAD – CANADIAN ADVANCE/DECLINE LINE BREAKS 

I watch to see if weaker 

markets start to break 

down before the US 

market does. Canada 

typically cracks before 

or with the US market.  

Last week the Canadian 

markets 

advance/decline line 

broke the uptrend.   

The trend line that 

broke in August, was a 

few weeks before the 

market crack on the US 

side showed up 

September 3.  

The same early warning 

clue arrived last week,  

and helped be ready for 

the US large caps break 

that occurred. $TOAD  

 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$TOAD&p=D&yr=0&mn=8&dy=0&id=p60258522300&a=878790471&listNum=124
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$DJUSRR – WEEKLY – PPO SELL SIGNAL 

From last week → The weekly railroad chart has a convergence of three lines. The red line marks the 5-year uptrend with a 

COVID19 rip below briefly. The PPO gave us a sell signal this week, but the late October and late December sell signals quickly 

turned higher. Having this sell signal coincide with weakness on my SSIH indicator, suggests a week to watch! On the purple 

relative strength indicator, the rails are close to six-month lows. $DJUSRR Weekly  …. Update: this week it needs to hold the red 

5-year uptrend. This is a failed breakout. It broke out to start January, now it is breaking down. Bearish 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24DJUSRR&p=W&yr=5&mn=1&dy=0&id=p90677017244&listNum=124&a=878790568
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XLI - INDUSTRIALS 

The industrials haven’t done anything since mid-November. XLI. We got a sell signal on the PPO last week that aligns with the sell 

signal on the rails shown above. The chart broke the trend line this week, just like the rails on the chart above. The SCTR on the top 

panel shows this industry group dropping in performance to the lower ½ of the market. When both the rails and industrials break 

down, that confirms some more important weakness. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=XLI&p=W&yr=3&mn=0&dy=0&id=p95445415429&a=878790579&listNum=124
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MONTHLY CONFERENCE CALL LINK  

Dwight and I hosted the February monthly conference call on January 29, 2021.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://www.gregschnell.com/february-monthly-conference-call/
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TSLA – A REMARKABLE CHART 

The chart of Tesla broke the uptrend back in October for 2 whole weeks (eyes rolling) before going on a ballistic ascent to $900. 

Price dropped 13% ($120) off Monday’s high, creating an ‘outside bar’ for this week. This makes a failed breakout above the January 

8th high volume bar. That Jan 8 date marked the top of the move after the inclusion in the S&P 500 on December 21. You can see 

that date (Dec 21) using the volume chart! (eyes popping out). There are potential top clues here 1)purple trend break 2) Tesla PnF  

- The PnF denotes a change in price action.  Link to TSLA Chart below 3)The low volume in Tesla (well below the average in the 

zoom panel) 

while the 

$COMPQ (2nd 

Chart) share 

volume and 

options 

volumes are 

soaring is very 

odd. Is this an 

interim top in 

the green 

energy 

euphoria? Just 

Tesla? Overall 

market?  

Signature 

stocks can be 

some of the 

best clues like 

MSFT in 1999. 

Watch this. 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/freecharts/pnf.php?c=TSLA,PWTADANRNO%5bPA%5d%5bD%5d%5bF1!3!!!2!20%5d%5bJ885125897,Y%5d&listNum=262
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=TSLA&p=D&st=2019-09-11&id=p17230399619&listNum=262&a=885125992
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SLX – STEEL  

Last week → Recognizing the rails and the industrials are kicking off sell signals on their momentum indicators, I like to look at the 

metals. Steel appears to be sporting a failed breakout on the chart.  This week, that breakdown looks confirmed. The stretched 

PPO, price resistance, and a failed breakout all seem to confirm an intermediate top. SLX. Matches rails and XLI above. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=SLX&p=W&yr=15&mn=2&dy=0&id=p37242806765&a=883915392&listNum=130
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SILVER SETS UP 

Silver rallied this week and is testing the down trend again. It was the biggest positive volume candle since August. I have a 

percentage volume oscillator that is also turning up on the lower panel. The PPO is close to giving a buy signal which would also be 

turning up while above zero. Bullish! This volume is not associated with the Reddit short squeeze that people are talking about for 

silver. That would probably occur on SLV.  $SILVER Its expected Silver will break $30 in overnight trading Sunday.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24SILVER&p=W&st=2018-05-06&id=p22552038737&listNum=130&a=883915404
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SILVER MINERS 

The silver miner ETF is bouncing off the trend line this week. SIL The overhead resistance line ($50) is in play. There is some 

discussion that the Reddit community is targeting to push silver higher. This will probably be shut down by the SEC as they won’t 

take well to swamping one particular target and running the price up. However, silver is poised to move higher and some names like 

First Majestic made big moves this week. If the PPO can turn up while above zero, that is particularly bullish.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=SIL&p=W&st=2015-05-30&id=p06619355013&a=883915407&listNum=130
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XLK – TECHNOLOGY ETF WOBBLES AFTER THE BREAKOUT 

The technology chart is holding above a failed breakout this week - $127. There are so many failed breakouts getting marked this 

week that I am watching all my charts for that condition. XLK One thing that was odd was the SCTR ranking dropped to the lowest 

level in almost two years before getting the lightning bolt last week. It was short lived as the SCTR points down again this week. The 

weak SCTR resolved itself over time back in 2018. That was a 20% drop in the markets over three months. We need to hold the 10-

week moving average as you can see on the zoom panel.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=XLK&p=W&yr=2&mn=3&dy=0&id=p32442193454&a=879549241&listNum=262
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$BSE - INDIA 

Last week →The charts around the world are changing too, and we’ll cover some of those on the monthly conference call. We had 

the first bearish outside bar on India’s index this week. I show the uptrend on the PPO cracking, but it has not cut through the 

signal line yet. The price is 20% above the 40-week moving average which is pretty heady. $BSE    Below is the result! 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$BSE&p=W&yr=3&mn=0&dy=0&id=p52218211560&a=878790709&listNum=124
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$HSI – HONG KONG HANG SENG 

Last week →The Hong Kong market has been on a mystery tour of lower highs and lows for a few years.  Most of that coincided 

with the tariff talks. The chart started 2021 breaking the downtrend and had a nice move of 3% this week. It was also the first 52-

week high in years.  $HSI  Now – Failed breakout – Tweezer price bars - typically short-term exhaustion. Bearish.(that was quick!) 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$HSI&p=W&yr=4&mn=0&dy=0&id=p78331103849&a=878790706&listNum=124
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MARKET SUMMARY 

Retail was outstanding, as suggested by the Reddit Short Squeezers. The lack of available shares forced hedge funds to buy the 

stocks back meaningfully higher. The short squeeze estimate currently is a $70 Billion loss for the broader hedge fund community. 

Energy stocks moved down really hard, considering crude oil was flat, while gasoline and heating oil were up marginally. The growth 

sectors dominated the hardest hit on the list, while the defensives were hit but only marginally.  

    

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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GLOBAL VIEW 

The whole world melted down this week. Asia had been leading to the upside, but the group of Asian countries were well down the 

list this week. India’s big move down was notable. The commodity countries of Brazil, Canada and Australia were the least hit and 

looking at the list to the right, the positive moves in commodities might have supported them. Crude oil was flat, but industrial 

metals were down hard. Lumber made new highs and was covered on the video.  

                  

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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VIDEO OF THE WEEK   

The February monthly conference call link is here. February Conference Call  

Here is the link to the chart list. Weekly Charts 

Here is a link to this week’s video. Market Declines 

 

 Disclaimer: 

 

Greg Schnell is an independent analyst and 

does not invest for clients. Greg Schnell does 

not collaborate to create a positive/negative 

market bias, nor is he paid to promote any 

particular stock or perspective. These charts 

and descriptions are not an instruction to buy 

or sell. You as a reader, are solely responsible 

for every investing decision you make. Greg 

Schnell and any of his companies or 

relationships with other companies, are not 

responsible for trades. The ideas presented 

here are opinion. Trading and investing 

involves risk to you and is solely yours.  

 

Good trading, 

Greg Schnell, CMT, MFTA. 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://youtu.be/G-OJx5SBaf8
https://stockcharts.com/articles/sharedcharts.php?cc=1088015
https://youtu.be/MgKzWhjjHoc
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BIOGRAPHY GREG SCHNELL, CMT, MFTA. 

Greg Schnell, CMT, is the chief technical strategist at gregschnell.com specializing in intermarket and commodities analysis. Greg’s 

work has been regular reading on the world-leading StockCharts.com platform for thousands of investors. Hedge funds, RIA’s, 

portfolio managers, technicians and private investors consider the charts Greg displays. Greg Schnell is valued for his timely, in-

depth, unique analysis that generates a valued perspective. Greg has won multiple awards as the Top Independent Analyst of the 

Year in Canada.  

 

 

 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

Based in Calgary, Canada, he is a past board member of the Canadian Society of Technical Analysts (CSTA) and past chairman of the 

CSTA Calgary chapter. As an active member of CMT Association, Greg speaks throughout North America on technical analysis. Greg is 

the co-author of Stock Charts for Dummies. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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